
An enchanting venue for memorable occasions
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YO U R  DAY

‘Two souls with but a single thought; two hearts 

that beat as one’ – Friedrich Halm
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A Day to Remember
‘When you leave a beautiful place, you

 carry it with you wherever you go’ 

Alexandra Stoddard



The venue boasts a stunning and stylish setting for your 

special occasion. Whether it is an intimate festivity or 

an extravagant dinner and dance, The City Pavilion 

provides a variety of choice and expertise for a 

memorable experience.
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Ceremony & Reception

A fitting prelude to the spectacular Millennium Suite Grand Ballroom, 

our reception room features its own bar, beautiful lighting and 

decadent curved staircases. Dressed to our clients’ specifications, 

it makes the ideal back drop for the perfect cocktail reception.

The Foyer can also be used as a prestigious area  

for a civil ceremony. 

MILLENNIUM
Suite
The
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MILLENNIUM
Suite
The

Nothing can really prepare you for the 21st century opulence that is 

the Millennium suite. The sweeping curved ceiling, with its unique 

crystal chandeliers, provides the perfect acoustics for this huge 

premium superior function space. It can securely hold over 

1000 guests fully seated and over 1,500 standing. 
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The Grand Ballroom



The simple elegance of the Manhattan Suite, blending minimalist modern 

design with a classic wood finish is ideal for events of up to 400 

standing or 300 fully seated. A large well stocked bar, dance-floor  

and stage area makes it ideal for the perfect occasion.
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Outdoor Catering
The elegant perfection which you would expect from our 
events does not need to be confined to The City Pavilion. 
Pannas catering can bring our culinary expertise to any 

external occasion. Following the same meticulous process 
as our internal menu service, you can guarantee to delight 

your guests at any outside event. We can also supply a 
fully licensed bar and professional waiting staff to 

complete your celebration.



Cuisine

You can be rest assured that every celebration at The City Pavilion is 

treated as the distinctive occasion that it is. Your bespoke menu begins 

with a personal consultation with one of our executive chefs, whose 

team will source only the finest ingredients from our specialist suppliers. 

You will then be invited to a tasting and only when you are completely 

satisfied with every aspect, will your menu be finalised. All cuisines and 

dietary requirements can be catered for, to produce a culinary delight 

which is as individual as the occasion it compliments. We promise a 

multitude of flavours, colours and aromas to flatter the senses and 

amaze your guests.
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The stunning opulence of the Millennium Suite is further complimented 

by the creative expertise of our professional designers and decor 

specialists. From traditional floral displays to innovative centre-pieces, 

all occasions are catered for. Whether you want minimalist modern 

elegance or a jaw-dropping magical wonderland, we look after 

every detail. 

Décor
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Car Hire

The perfect occasion should start with a memorable journey. Our 

immaculate Rolls Royce is the ideal way to commence your special 

day and truly makes a statement. All your guests will know that 

every detail has been attended to and only the best is good 

enough. Should this classic British automobile not be to your taste 

then we have an array of alternative luxury cars to choose from.
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Capacity

Millennium Suite

Lunch/Dinner - 1200

Dinner & Dance - 900

Reception - 2000

Length - feet / meters

 144’4” / 44.00

Width - feet / meters

 90’2” / 27.50

Height Max - feet / meters

 22’11” / 7.00

Manhattan Suite

Lunch/Dinner - 270

Dinner & Dance - 250

Reception - 400

Length - feet / meters

 65’7” / 22.00

Width - feet / meters

 62’4” / 19.00

Height Max - feet / meters

 8’2” / 2.50
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Contact Us

The City Pavilion – Collier Row Road – Romford – RM5 2BH

Telephone: 0208 924 4000 

Email: enquiries@thecitypavilion.co.uk 

Web: www.thecitypavilion.co.uk
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COLLIER ROW ROAD | ROMFORD | RM5 2BH | T: 020 8924 4000

WWW.THECITYPAVILION.CO.UK

An enchanting venue for memorable occasions
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